An interactive system for content-based retrieval in a pictorial database using color distribution features is discussed. Images are internally represented and indexed by a set of histograms reflecting homogeneous chromatic properties of image structure and also including color-induced geometric features. User query images are interactively composed through a graphic environment featuring color sketching, image sampling and relevance feedback. Queries are first translated into the internal representation and then matched against the database index using a modified multi-feature histogram intersection operator. Examples of system operation are provided, and experimental results are reported indicating that using multiple distributions instead of global color histogramming allows for a system output in better accordance to human expectation.
Introduction
The efficient creation and management of large pictorial archives is a key step towards the costruction of advanced digital libraries. Both the size and the nonstructured nature of the information involved call for the definition of novel strategies to process, store and retrieve data in an image database (see, e.g., [3, [5] [6] [7] ).
Specifically, devising a suitable data representation -i.e., a model to extract from images, describe and manipulate only the world aspects salient to the system -is crucial for an image database management system (IDBMS) to be really useful and effective. The most traditional way to generate a representation in an IDBMS is to allow manual annotation of pictorial information at storage time through a set of external keywords describing pictorial content (cf. [9] ). Yet, relying on a high level (semantic) data representation, manual annotation and query by keywords as simple extensions of alphanumeric database technology have a limited portability to the image domain, for a number of reasons: (1) large databases cannot be annotated manually; (2) the quality of annotation is subjective, since it strictly depends on the skill and sensitivity of the human operator; (3) keywords typically do not allow search by similarity.
Therefore, a particularly important issue of research is to develop novel techniques for an automatic, unsupervised representation of pictorial content. In the last few years, several approaches based on the automatic extraction of lower level (syntactic) representations from images have been proposed. Image features commonly used to describe and retrieve images from a database (query by content) are color/texture (as in [8, 12] ), shape (cf. [4] ) and 2D spatial relationships (see, e.g., [2] ). Some systems, like the one described in Minka and Picard [7] , also allow to formulate queries based on multiple features. Graphic user interfaces are the most natural way of composing a pictorial query to a syntactic IDBMS, since they allow to specify the query directly in pictorial form (query by example), and provide the user with a visual feedback of the system response to the query. Differently from traditional databases, the system output for image databases is usually not a partitioning of the archive into two classes (elements satisfying or not satisfying the query), but a reordering of the archive itself according to a measure of similarity of each image with the query image (see the work by Santini and Jain [11] ).
In this paper, we describe a system for pictorial content representation and retrieval based on color distri-bution features. The distribution of chromatic content in an image is described through a collection of color histograms, referred to as "histogram family," possibly complemented by geometric features induced by color distributions. Each histogram in a family is related to a specific image region obtained by color distribution based image segmentation. A matching strategy between histogram families and color-induced features is proposed, allowing to define a metric of similarity between images.
A graphic interface allows to compose image-like queries to the system both through user-made color sketches and portions of example images. The interactive nature of the retrieval process is emphasized by providing the system with additional tools for query composition, such as generating new queries by using portions of previous outputs (relevance feedback). Examples of system operation are provided, and experimental results of both a qualitative and quantitative comparison between system output and human expectation are reported and discussed. Results witness the superiority of multiple distributions over global color histogramming as a way of representing pictorial content.
System overview
As shown in Fig. 1 , our interactive IDBMS is composed of two main subsystems -described respectively in Sections 3 and 4 -, one devoted to internal data management operations (retrieval subsystem) and the other (interaction subsystem) to the dialogue with the user. The retrieval subsystem embeds a representation engine (Section 3.1) which automatically produces a description of an input image based on its color content. Both the original image and its description are stored in the database: the former is used during input/output operations (storage of new images, interactions with the user), while the latter is used only inside the retrieval system to perform image search computations. Specifically, new image descriptions can be added to the system at storage time (dashed arrows), and become part of the database index (Section 3.2): At retrieval time, the query description (internal query) is matched against the index descriptions based on a suitable metric, and a reordering of the database is obtained, where database original images are ranked in ascending order of similarity w.r.t. the query image.
The query image (external query) produced by the graphic composition engine (Section 4.1) directly reflects the user's current retrieval task. The user is also provided by the interaction subsystem with a visual feedback of both query image and system output: these can be used to update -refine, modify, etc. -the task (Section 4.2).
Retrieval subsystem

Image representation
Global color histogram
A common way of representing the color content of an image I is the color histogram h(I; N, P ) giving the frequency of occurrence -normalized w.r.t. the overall image pixel number P -of each of the N colors quantizing the image color space. Beside being effective for characterizing the global color properties of an image, the color histogram can also be used to define a measure of similarity between two images. The histogram intersection operator introduced by Swain and Ballard [12] provides a simple way to match two different images I and I through their color histograms h and h :
where h i (h i ) denotes the normalized frequency of the i-th color in histogram h (h ). As clear from eq. (1), the histogram intersection is simply the area of the surface where the two histograms overlap. Due to histogram normalization, the intersection operator assumes values in [0, 1] -unity being attained when the two histograms are equal. Although quite straightforward to compute and to use, a single color histogram is simply inadequate to represent local characteristics of image content, since it only retains color information, the knowledge of where in the image a given color is being lost in the histogramming process. In the following, we introduce a new color-based representation which preserves the better geometric information in an image.
Color histogram families
A natural way of extending the use of global image histograms to characterize the local color properties of an image is to use a set of color histograms R and R , the histogram intersection operator can be applied similarly to eq. (1) as H(R, R ). A split and merge strategy (for a detailed discussion of this standard algorithm, see e.g. Ballard and Brown, 1982 ) is used to obtain the histogram family representation by dividing the image into small square non-overlapping pixel tiles, and clustering them as follows: (0) let the image be initially composed of a single region R. Set a homogeneity threshold ϑ ∈ [0, 1], and a pixel tile size τ ; (1) split into four non overlapped regions (3) terminate iff there are no regions which can be split (step 1) or merged (step 2). Figure 2 illustrates the mechanism of internal representation of a painting by V. Van Gogh (for the values of the representation parameters used, see Section 5). The histogram family is composed by three histograms, each related to a specific image region with a uniform distribution in it (the wallpaper, the man's jacket, the man's face). Regions with areas not exceeding a predefined threshold ϕ are excluded from the representation (see e.g. the man's hair). As evident from the figure, using the concept of histogram family it is possible to take into account the color information of image regions with well defined color distributions which are usually much different from the overall image color distribution and possibly related to different objects contained in the image. Also notice that the color distribution of each region needs not be unimodal, i.e. characterized by a dominant color: Fig. 2 clearly shows that all the regions extracted feature multimodal (in this specific case, bi-and tri-modal) distributions.
Image segmentation based on tile clustering makes it possible to obtain additional features, related to the geometric characteristics -say, the area, the elongation, etc. -of each region, as well as the spatial relationships between pairs of regions. All these descriptions are said to be "induced" by the color distribution, which is the main feature of the representation.
Comparison of image descriptions
Matching strategy and similarity computation
After extending the global histogram representation to a histogram family, it is required to extend the histogram intersection operator of eq. (1) to a metric of comparison between image descriptions in the new representation. In the following, a weighted multi-feature metric is derived which takes into account both color distributions and induced geometric features for the assessment of a global similarity score.
First of all, let I be a generic database image, with its associated histogram family F(I; M ) precomputed at storage time as described above. To compare I and I , the query image, the query histogram family F(I ; M ) must also be computed at run time. The two families to match against each other may have a different number of elements (M = M ). Hence, an integer coupling function γ is computed, which allows connecting m image regions R i and R j in pairs through their query and database histograms, while preliminarily discarding max(M, M ) − m image regions from further matching. The coupling function can be computed according to the following steps:
Region coupling.
Step 0. Compute the coupling matrix Σ = {σ ij }, Step 2. Delete row i(k) and column j(k) from Σ.
Increment k. Go to step 1.
The algorithm above selects from Σ a coupling sub-
This is a way to ensure that the coupling function is one-to-one; in fact, each region R i as well as each region R j is encoded at most in one of the σ i(k)j(k) 's.
Let us now turn to induced (geometric) feature matching. Suppose that g = 1, . . . , G geometric properties are used to represent each segmented image region.
A normalized similarity measure K g (R i , R γ(i) ) ∈ [0, 1] must be defined and computed for each color-coupled pair, where unity indicates a perfect match for property g between the two image regions.
The overall similarity score between the query and database images can finally be computed as the weighted average of the chromatic and geometric scores:
with the normalization constraint w c + G g=1 w g = 1, all weights being nonnegative. Notice that the weight w c controls the relative importance of chromatic distributions w.r.t. geometric features.
Search complexity and indexing
It is not difficult to show that using histogram families the overall search time depends linearly on both the number L of images being matched against the query and the number N of bins used for color histogramming, while it depends at most cubically on the average number M (ϑ, ϕ) of regions obtained using ϑ and ϕ as segmentation thresholds. Indeed, assuming for simplicity that M = M = M , it is easy to show that for each database image the complexity algorithm step (0) (coupling matrix computation) is O(M 2 N ), while the complexity of steps (1) and (2) 
then the overall dependence of complexity on the number of regions is quadratic; actually though, since N is usually smaller than M, it is the other term that prevails. Anyway, it is evident that M has a crucial impact on search-time performance: this number should be kept as small as possible by accurately setting the selectivity thresholds, by taking into account that M increases with increasing values of ϑ and with decreasing values of ϕ. (The average number of image regions obtained in the experiments described in Section 5 is about 7.) It should also be noted that, since usually an image database features thousands of images, it is the linear term L which has the most dramatic impact on performance. Hence, especially for very large databases, it is crucial to system speed performance that image search be not exhaustive, i.e. that the number of images matched against the query be lower than the overall number of images present in the database. Besides any given query, many database images are expected to be so dissimilar from it -thus producing a very low matching score -that it would be pointless to have them ranked at all. A partial database reordering is achieved by database indexing. The indexing criterion is that of off-line sorting by value each single description attribute (e.g., histogram color frequencies and region areas) while keeping track of the database image exhibiting such a value (Fig. 3) . At query time, only the L database images included in an "interest window" centered on the current internal query values are actually matched against the query.
Interaction subsystem
Graphic user interface
The interaction subsystem is provided with an XWindow interface, which is divided into three main areas (Fig. 4) . The query composition area (center and upper right) is used to construct image-like queries. Complex queries can be generated by using multiple windows and mixing user color sketches and portions of preexistent database images. Clicking on a window makes its pictorial content to be considered as a query to the system. The composition tools area (upper and center left) contains icons related to painting tools ("brush", "rubber", "spray" and "ink"), region handling tools ("select", "cut", "paste" and "move"), and general tools ("open window", "close window", "undo" and "exit").
A color palette for user sketch drawing is also available, together with buttons for specifying modes and parameters for retrieval. System output resulting from a query is displayed in the form of 20 image thumbnails in the system output area (bottom). Thumbnails are displayed in raster order according to their similarity w.r.t. the query (thumbnails to be displayed at interface setup are selected at random from the entire database), thus providing the user with a visual feedback for the next queries. Figure 4 shows, in the query composition area, a pictorial query obtained by combining the upper portion of a database image previously imported from the system ouput area, and a rectangular yellow and green region created by sketch using the ink and spray graphic tools.
Retrieval and query modes
The system includes two different modes for retrieval, namely by global histogram and by histogram families. Also, an image in the query composition area can be complemented with additional information in the database through a special query mode (relevance feedback).
Global histogram
The system output sequence of Fig. 4 is the result of a retrieval by global histogram using the pictorial query created as above. Notice that, although present in the output sequence, the database image used to compose Figure 5 shows the result, for the same query, of retrieval by histogram families. As shown in the figure, a 2-family has been produced, related to the two regions the user query is composed of. In this case, notwithstanding the removal of a great part of the original information, matching by histogram families caused the database image used for query composition to be ranked first. Also, other two database images featuring a similar blue arch-like pattern were found. Another important fact is that, provided that a strong partial match exists with one or more query image regions, thanks to a more articulated internal representation, histogram families allow retrieved images to contain even large regions with colors dissimilar from query colors (see for example the 2nd ranked image in Fig. 5 , featuring a man with a smart red jacket).
Histogram families
Relevance feedback
Beside modifying the query using the composition tools described earlier, information relevant for the user's task can be taken directly from the output of the previous query. This mechanism, referred to as relevance feedback, is based on combining the color distribution information common to a selected number of output images with the current query content. In Fig. 5 the three output images used as a feedback input for query refinement are shown, while the result of the new query is shown in Fig. 6 , in the case of retrieval by histogram families. Notice that query refinement has allowed to retrieve (all the) six database images featuring the blue arch-like pattern. Relevance feedback can be iterated to progressively refine a query.
Tests and results
Diverse tests have been performed with the help of a number of naive users and a database including over 250 digitized reproductions of Renaissance through modern art paintings. (Paintings are among the most challenging kinds of pictorial data to process automatically, due to the large variability of styles and subjects to deal with.) The experiments aimed at assessing (1) the impact on system performance of using histogram families in the place of plain global histograms; (2) system accordance with human similarity judgement; (3) performance sensitivity to some important parameters such as the number of colors in the representation and the relative weight between color and geometric features.
In the present implementation of the system, the only geometric feature taken into account is region area. Specifically, the area-related similarity measure is defined as the ratio between min(area(R i ), area(R j )) and max(area(R i ), area(R j )), a number always positive and less or equal to 1 (unity is reached in the case of equal areas). The desired relative color/area weight w c can be selected directly from the interface by a scroll bar (see again Fig. 4) .
Parameter settings
To represent colors, the HSL color space (cf. Ballard and Brown, 1982) was preferred to the conventional RGB space, as it agrees betters with human chromatic perception. The overall number of colors used in the system is N = N H · N S · N L + 1, i.e. the product of the quantization levels for hue, saturation and luminance, respectively, with an additional category for non colored pixels. Tests were performed using the two color quantizations 6-1-1 (N = 7) and 6-2-5 (N = 61): in each of these cases, hue is considered more important than saturation or luminance to color-based retrieval.
To construct the database representation based on families, a tile size of 8 × 8 pixel was used. Also, a homogeneity threshold ϑ -controlling the number of families obtained for each database image -equal to 0.5 (50%) was chosen as a good compromise between region representativity and significance. Only image regions with an area of at least the 4% of the overall image area (i.e. ϕ = 0.04) were actually considered in the representation.
Experiments
In a first set of tests a quantitative comparison between system output and human expectation was carried out (N = 61). Several subjects were asked to select, from the database, images with significant chromatic analogies to images from a test set of 100. Defined T as the number of images selected by the system from the database as significant (according to a threshold on the similarity score), S as the number of images significant to human subjects, and R as the number of images significant to both the system and subjects, the performance figures precision R/T and recall R/S are introduced.
Figures 7 and 8 report the results for the two performance figures, giving the number of test images yielding a figure falling into one of the four categories 0.0-0.25, 0.25-0.5, 0.5-0.75 and 0.75-1.0 (the greater the numbers in the rightmost abscissa values, the better the system performance). From the results it appears that histogram families perform always better than global histograms save for w c = 0.3, in which case the system actually relies more on area than on color similarity. The best performance is achieved for w c = 0.8, i.e. when both color and area are taken into account, but the former is more important than the latter: this result also provides an insight into the way users classify and memorize color images.
System performance was also assessed qualitatively by testing the system capability to recover 30 database images from user color sketches (w c = 0.8). Fig. 9 reports the frequency with which a desired image retrieved from user sketch was present in the system output, and its position in the output sequence (in each experiment, the greater the numbers in the leftmost abscissa values, the better the system performance). A position after the 20th is considered as a retrieval miss. Also in this case histogram families are evidently superior to global histograms. Besides, while a finer color quantization usually provides better results using as query a visual example, in the case of queries based on color sketches the reverse is true (compare the cases N = 7 and N = 61 with either global histograms or histogram families). This is easily explained by the fact that to the user it is a harder task to keep in mind and specify an exact color rather than an approximate hue value.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented and discussed an interactive system for the organization of and retrieval from image databases based on color distributions and simple geometric properties of regions clustered from the images. A specific metric has been developed in order to match such multi-feature image representation. The internal query description is created graphically by composing the current image query by possibly mixing tools such as color sketching, visual examples, and relevance feedback.
The proposed system has a number of potential application fields, ranging from art paintings to aerial and satellite imagery, and geographic information systems.
The system can be augmented and enhanced in several ways. For instance, a sharper sensitivity to geometric features such as 2D shape and spatial relationships can be introduced by considering higher order moments of the extracted image regions. Also, to introduce a sort of system memory and improve user adaptation, image indexing can be extended by defining a state of the database itself (active index). Finally, a novel system for query composition is under study, based on accessing and manipulating through graphics directly the internal query representation, so as to improve and exploit the user's knowledge of system behavior.
